colony before our wet weather closes down fall be activity. IF you see lots of mite feces or pupal cells without their caps, it will be a sign of a female mites to remove them from the cells. This is of course a good sign a sign your hygienic bees removal of cappings to expose female varroa mites. Some of the If cells without cappings occur in a more random fashion, you are likely looking at we may have is yet aware of Oregon's long wet winter. We can force the pattern by feeding heavy sugar syrup to be restricting queen egg laying and compacting the brood area (pushing the brood sphere downward) by middle of the month. In September we want to check colonies and confirm that the bees are rearing the bees that will rear the [fat] bees to surviv couple of other signs of varroa mites. Last month I provided information on sampling for varroa mites using sugar shake. So did you do it? YES

Contributed by News

SOBA Honey Extractors

September in the Apiary

SOBA Beekeepers in the

SWARM CALL LIST

There is also a garage full of deeps, supers, an extractor and various other beekeeping stuff. Price is negotiable. Contributions:

Third Thursday of each month at 7:00 PM

Regional Representative:

- Ron Padgett

- Dr. Louisa Hooven, of Oregon State University

Regional and national supply dealers on hand. Some of the dealers may arrange to include your order 'on the run' for any questions

- Ron Padgett

- Padgett25@frontiernet.net

Dr. Louisa Hooven, of Oregon State University on Jefferson Public Radio's Jefferson Exchange here:

MORE THAN HONEY

- Dr Ramesh Sagili

- Kim Flottum

- George Hansen

- John Jacob's

- Bee Girl

Bees 2337

535

5817

SBA Treasurer:

- Sarah Red

SBA Regional Bee Club News

The Fall Bee Class got a great write up and to get help with bee mite and disease identification/
demonstrations. They will also look at suspected samples of Small Hive Beetles or other unusual hive suspects if you bring them along.

Submissions:

- for any questions

- Register Now

We are hoping to get a regular meet up on the second Thursday of the month.

We encourage members to bring unique and one
demonstrations. They will also look at suspected samples of Small Hive Beetles or other unusual hive suspects if you bring them along.

Meals

The popular


—

Meals

Best Western Ocean View Resort

Website

southernoregonbeekeepers.org
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